UGI Monitors and Analyzes Networks
with Colasoft’s Network Analyzer
Software
UGI, another business giant purchased Colasoft network analyzer software for
their network monitoring and analyzing purposes.
READING, Pa. and Chengdu, China, May 7 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Colasoft, an
innovative provider of network analyzer software for network monitoring and
troubleshooting, recently announced that UGI, Inc, a natural gas and electric
utility giant headquartered in Reading, Pennsylvania, has purchased Colasoft
Network Analyzer – Capsa Enterprise Edition as their network monitoring and
troubleshooting solution.

Following giant customers like Airbus, IBM, Intel,
Pepsi, Philips, UGI now becomes another of Colasoft’s big customers. When
talking about why UGI chose Colasoft among dozens of network analyzer
providers, the IT executive from UGI said: “easy-to-use, good performance,
Intuitive and detailed analysis report, Colasoft impressed very much … of
course, competitive price is also another element why I chose (the) Colasoft
product.”
UGI will deploy Colasoft Network Analyzer to the whole company computer
network, to analyze network problems, detect network intrusion attempts, and
gain information for effecting a network intrusion, monitor network usage,
gather and report network statistics, filter suspect content from network
traffic, etc, to keep their network safe and smooth.
Colasoft Capsa is a network analyzer (packet sniffer or protocol analyzer)
designed for network monitoring and troubleshooting. It performs packet
capturing, network monitoring, protocol analyzing, packet decoding, and
automatic diagnosing. By giving users insights into all of network’s
operations, Capsa makes it easy to isolate and solve network problems,
identify network bottleneck and bandwidth use, and detect network
vulnerabilities.
For more information on Colasoft Capsa, please visit: www.colasoft.com/capsa/
About UGI

UGI Corporation (NYSE:UGI) is a distributor and marketer of energy products
and services including propane, butane, natural gas and electricity. UGI has
paid common dividends for 124 consecutive years and raised its dividend in
each of the last 21 years
About Colasoft
Ever since 2001, Colasoft has been an innovative provider of all-in-one and
easy-to-use network analyzer software for network administrators and IT
managers to monitor network activities, analyze network performance, enhance
network security, and troubleshoot network problems. More than 5,000
customers in over 70 countries trust the flagship product – Capsa – as their
network monitoring and troubleshooting solution. Colasoft also offers four
free network utilities: Colasoft Packet Builder, Colasoft Packet Player,
Colasoft MAC Scanner, and Colasoft Ping Tool. Learn more about Colasoft and
its solutions, please visit www.colasoft.com/.
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